Powerful cool white light

- Universal LED replacement upgrade for vehicles with H6024, H6054, H4651, H4656 applications
- More durable than a conventional sealed beam, with increased lifetime
- Wider versatility – compatible with 12V and 24V systems
- High tech look – brighter and whiter than conventional halogen lighting
- DOT compliant
State-of-the-art LED technology

- Easy installation – plug and play replacement for halogen and incandescent sealed beams
- Up to 6000K powerful cool white light
- Sharp cut-off point for legal beam on the road
- Safe beam performance – no glare
- 12/24V compatibility
- Available for 7” round, 5”x7” and 4”x6” rectangular sealed beam applications
- Philips LED integral beam headlights can be used for H6024, H6054, H4651, H4656